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The bounce trajectories in a convex set which assume assigned positions in two 
fixed time instants are sought. Sufficient conditions in order to obtain the existence 
of infinitely many bounce trajectories are found. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of a body, which moves in a set, bouncing against the 
boundary, especially the case when the body is a material point or a string, 
has been studied by several authors. 
In the present paper we are interested in the first case (see Definition 4.1). 
The billiard problem, when the point is not subjected to an external force, 
has been considered first of all from the ergodic point of view with a 
technique of iterated transformations ([ 1.5,20]), corresponding to the 
intuitive idea of a point which describes a straight line in the interior of the 
billiard and bounces elastically against the boundary. 
It is interesting to remark (see [16]) that the piecewise linear curve, with 
infinitely many sides, that we obtain in this way may have a finite length, 
even if the billiard is convex and of class C”. This fact is connected with the 
absence of unicity for the Cauchy problem [9, 161). 
Sufficient conditions on the billiard in order to avoid the accumulation of 
bounce points are given in [16] (the gaussian curvature must be strictly 
positive in every point of the boundary) and in [2 I] (the billiard must be a 
polyhedral angle). 
In the case in which the point is also subjected to an external force, there 
are several recent articles about the existence and the possible unicity for the 
Cauchy problem and about the approximation of the bounce problem with 
more regular problems ([ 7-101). 
In the present paper we consider the Picard problem in a prescribed time 
interval. Our billiard is convex and an external force is present. However, 
our assumptions do not assure the unicity for the corresponding Cauchy 
problem. 
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Our aim is to prove that there are infinitely many bounce trajectories 
connecting two assigned points (Theorems 4.3 and 4.4). 
The idea that leads us is related to the properties of geodesics on a 
manifold. 
In the case where M is a regular compact submanifold without boundary 
of (R” and P and Q are two points of M, it has been proved ([ 17, 191) that 
there are infinitely many geodesics on M connecting P and Q. 
In our case we can consider the billiard B as a “plate” with two faces and 
P and Q as two points which may stay on the same face or on opposite 
faces. 
It is easy to realize that the geodesics on this “plate” are just the bounce 
trajectories we were looking for. 
In this way the billiard problem is reconducted to the study of the 
geodesics on a manifold. 
However, a direct approach seems very difficult because of the irregularity 
of the manifold. For this reason we find it more convenient o approximate 
the ‘iplate” with more regular manifolds, according to an idea expressed also 
in [2,3, 151. 
We announced the results of the present work in [ 121. 
2. SOME RECALLS ABOUT THE 
LUSTERNIK-SCHNIRBLMAN CATEGORY 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let X be a topological space. If A is a closed subset of 
X, let cat(A;X) be the least integer n such that A can be written as the union 
of n closed subsets of X, each contractible to a point over X. If no such 
integer n exists, we put cat(A;X) = +co. 
We define also cat(X) = cat(X; X) and cat,(X) = sup(cat(K;X): K is a 
compact subset of X} (category over compact subsets). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X be a metrizable space. We say that X is an 
absolute neighborhood retract (ANR) if, given a closed subset A of a 
metrizable space Y and a continuous map f: A + X, there is a neighborhood 
U of A in Y and a continuous map F: U--f X which extends J 
Remark 2.3. Every connected Riemannian manifold of class C’ is an 
ANR (see 1131). 
We recall some properties of the category (see [6, 14, 17, 181). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let A and B be two closed subsets of X. Then 
(a) if A c B, we have cat@; X) < cat@; X); 
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(b) cat(A U B; X) < cat(A; X) + cat@; X); 
(c) q- h:A x [O, l] +X is a continuous map such that h(x, 0) =x 
Vx E A and if we put C = {h(x, 1): x E A }, rile have cat(A; X) < cat(C; X): 
Cd) if (A,)j~ N is an increasing sequence of closed subsets of X such that 
Ujc,,dAj =X, we have cat,(X) < limj,,, cat(Aj;X) <cat(X); 
(e) if X is an ANR, there is an open subset U of X such that A c U, 
cat(A; X) = cat(o; X). 
DEFINITION 2.5. If X is a topological space, then cuplong is defined 
as the largest integer n such that for some field F and elements 
p,EHmr(X,F) with m,.> 1 for 1 <r<n, we havep,U---Up,#O (or +oo 
if the set of such n is unbounded). 
In [5] a very important relation between cuplong and category is proved. 
Here we are interested in the analogous connection between cuplong and 
category over compact subsets. 
We need a simple result of algebraic topology (see [ 221 j. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let X be a topological space, (U, : 1 < r ,< n] a collection 
of open subsets of X and U= lJ~=, U,. Then i,*(js,(qJ U .-a U,J&(q,)) = 0 
if qr E Hmr(X, U,) for 1 < r < n. (If A cX, + H”(X, A) +J~ H”(X) -+4 
Hm(A) --+‘” Hm+ ‘(X, A) + is the exact sequence of the couple (X, A).) 
PROPOSITION 2.7. If X is an ANR, then cat,(X) > 1 + cuplong( 
ProoJ: We can suppose cat,(X) = FZ E N. Let us consider a field F and n 
elements p, E Hmr(X) with m, > 1 for 1 ,< Y < n. We put m = m, + ..- + m, 
and p = p, U .-a up, E Hm(X). 
If K is a compact subset of X, we have K = U:=, A, with A, closed and 
contractible in X. By Proposition 2.4 there are open subsets U, of X with 
A, c CT,, 0, contractible in X, let U = U :=, U,. 
Since ig,= 0, jsr is onto. Let qr E Hmr(X, U,) such that jsr(qr) = p,. By 
Lemma 2.6 i;(p) = i:(j:,(q,) U - . . U jsn(qn)) = 0, which implies i:(p) = 0. 
Since i:(p) = 0 for every compact subset K of X and since F is a field, it 
must be p = 0. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let S” = (xE (Fimt’: Ix]= l}, PE Sm, Q E Sm, and 
X = {y E (H’(0, l))m+l : y(O) = P, y(l) = Q, y(t) E S” Vt} with the H’ 
metric. Then cat,(X) = +CO. 
ProoJ It has been proved (see [ 17, 191) that cuplong = +co. The 
thesis descends from Proposition 2.7 and Remark 2.3. Q.E.D. 
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Finally we recall a typical result of the Lusternik-Schnirelman theory (see 
[6, 14, 171). 
DEFINITION 2.9. Let X be a Riemannian manifold of class C’, E c X 
and f: X-t IR a functional of class CL. We say that f verities the 
Palais-Smale condition on E if (x,),, r., c E, lim, ++ oo grad f(x-,) = 0 implies 
the existence of a (xnkjkEN converging in X. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let X be a complete Riemannian manifold of class C’ 
and f: X-t iFi a functional of class C’; let us define Vc E R 
f'= (xEX:f(x)< c} and let us suppose 
(a) inff > -co, supf= +co; 
(b) Vc E iR f verifies the Palais-Smale condition on f '; 
(c) cat,(X) = +co. 
Then 
(4 ifwdf(x)fOf or a < f(x) < b, we have cat(f *; X) = cat(f”; Xj; 
(b) VcE IR cat(f’;X)< tco and limc,+,cat(fC;X)=+co. 
3. THE APPROXIMATION OF THE BOUNCE PROBLEM 
Let B be a convex compact subset of iR” with 0 E B’ and 6% of class C”. 
We define 8: IF’ -+ [R + by the conditions 
e(o) = 0, XEa? #(<V) vx # 0. 
For k > 3 we define also V(x) = ~(B(x))~. 
It is simple to prove that: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 0 is convex, Lipschitz continuous, positivebl 
homogeneous of degree 1. 
V is convex, of class C2, positively homogeneous of degree k and 
3 = {x E I?": V(x) < $1. 
Let h E Cr(lR”) such that h > 0, h(x) = 0 for 1x(>, 6, l h(x) dx = 1; for 
O<~~lletW~x)=~-“jv(‘(~)h(.~--/~)dy,B,={xE[R”:W,(x)~~~. 
If 6 is sufficiently small, B, # 0 and we can define 6,:iR” -+ R ’ by 
x/@,(x) E B,, V,(x) = i(&(x)>“. 
A standard computation shows that: 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. V, is convex, of class Ck- I, positively homogeneous of
degree k. lim,,, V,=ViizC2(IRn)andB,={xE1R”:V,(x)~~}cB. 
19, is convex, Lipschitz continuous, positively homogeneous of degree 1 and 
lim,, 8, = 8 in W~;~(R”). 
Moreovei 
sup b-l Ive,(x)l 
I e&r> :x#O,O<E~1}<+00, 
inf 1 :I;’ --x#o,O<&~1 >o. 
EX . I 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Let us consider S,= {(x0,x,) E R” x R: 2V,‘,(x,) +X:/E* = I}. 
S, is a compact hypersurface of IR”” of class Ck-‘, which is 
diffeomorphic to the n-dimensional sphere. 
We define 
i 
I-$? if js[<c 
p,(s)={ $s’-IsI+ 1 +g if ;<,s,<; 
( 1-N 2 
P,E C’([-1, 11). 
Now we consider T,: S, --t S, defined by 
el(xo) Ic ~E(xo~xd=@6(x,),o 07 jx ( E A- (x:@~x,))” + 1 - @,(Xl))“)“‘). 
E 0 1 
It is easy to verify that: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. T, is a homeomorphism; T, and T;’ are Lipschitz 
continuou_s. If we put YE= {YE (H’(0, l))ntl: y(t)E S,Vtj with the H’ 
metric, T,(y) = T, o y is a homeomorphism of Y, onto Y,, since (TJ, is of 
class C’ and (TJo is of class C’ for x0 # 0. 
We are interested in some properties of T, which do not depend on F. 
LEMMA 3.4. Define x,(x) = (0,(x)/S,(x))x Vx # 0, xX0) = 0. Then there 
are A, a E IO, 1[, L > 0 such that 
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(4TE(X)~ I (V V,(x)l u) x,(x)) 2 --(T l(v~,(x)l VI Ix&l I &!E(-u)~ IT (3.3) 
I~xm4z aA IVY Yx#O,vvER”,~&E]O,1], (3.4) 
IX,@)-XXEWIG~ lx--‘I vx, x’ E R”, V& E 10, l]. (3.5) 
Proof. We can suppose /v/ = 1, VV,(x)/\VV,(x)l = (l/u)(x/lxI) + U, 
u = p(x/lxl) + w, with IY, p E R, (U / x) = (tv 1 x) = 0, a < u0 independing 
on x. Since ((V0,/0, - V6JSJ 1 x) = 0, we have dxE(x)u = S,/~,(V + 
(W,le, - V4lQ I w)x>. M oreover (x( (Vt9,//0,< M, 6,/0,>, m > 0 Vx, V’E 
by (3.1) and (3.2). 
If4M!w(< 1, Id~E(x)v~>m(lu(-221C 
( ’ v x )(( 
ve, ve, 
--- w 1 4 8, Ii 
= x 
p’ li( 
ve, ve, 
--- 01 0, 1 
fl 
! 
wl)>(m/2)/L'/. If4M(wl>, 1, 
W 
1 
qp2+~v,2)l,2~ ’ #i 
ve ve 
*-s’ w 1x1 )I )I 
-4M 
> (1+ 16MZ)l/Z v’ l1(( 
ve, 00, 
-q--8, Ii )I w 1x1, 
which implies I&E(~)vIZ > (m’/l + 16M’) Iv\*. 
In every case Id~~(x)vl* 2 (m*/4 + 16&f*) ID/*. 
Now we can suppose (VP’,(x) I v) < 0, or&x) I &,(x)v) > 0. Since 
~<a,lwl, we have 
k(x) I&E(X) v> 
= IxdxI 3 (P + ((y+) j w) 1x1) 
E 
P + (P~1/~1- “B.;se) Iw> I4 
= (1 wl* + ~0 + ((ve,~e, -vet/e,) 1 ,v) (~1)*)1!2 iXkx)i kcx)Vi 
Finally it is clear that lx,(x) - x,(x’)1 <L Ix - x' I, 
lx/ jV@,l/f?,<M and 6, < 8,. 
r;; 
. . . 
By a simple computation we have 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let I,v,(s) = E(s/~sJ)(s*@~(s))~ + 1 - (~I~(s))~)“*. Then 
IPXS)l G ii 3 0 < I&(S) < 2k + 2 VE E 10, 11, Vs E I-1, 11, (3.6) 
w:(s) > 2 -k V& E 10, I], vs E [--E*/4, EZ/4]. (3.7) 
THEOREM 3.6. There are K, K’ > 0 such that K si (y’!* dt < 
j; [(T, 0 y)’ (* dt < K’ J-A j 1” (* dt VE E 10, 11, Vy E Y, . 
P>ooJ: By (3.5) and (3.6) it is clear the inequality on the right. 
Now let yE Y, and q = T,o y. From (VV,(y,) 1 y;) + y,y; = 0 we 
have rh = p, dxE?G + P:Y;X, = PE &A - @‘hJVv, I 141~~. BY (3.3h (3.4) 
lv161’ > P: I&,~;l’ + @:%;I I PC/, I YM’ - ~@,PB/Y,)~ IC’V, I Y;)LI . 
I&,l;hl 2 (1 -4@: I&,v~l’ + @‘,‘/Y:) W, IY~x~) > (1 -0>@/4 lv61’ + 
pL2 IJJ;~’ IxJ*). Clearly l&l’< (4/A(l -a)) Irhj’. Moreover, if c’/4 < 
1 yl(t)J < f, we have l&l > + and Iy,,(t)l > < > 0, which imply lr161’ > 
((1 -@/4)m2C IYll’. 
On the other hand ri = t&(y,) y;. By (3.7) I~~[‘< 4k /vi12 if Iyl(t)l < e2/4. 
Finally I~~I*~~1~~,~~,~l*/l~~l~~I~~1*~~“l~~~1* ifI?4(t)l>f. Q.E.D. 
Now let U E L ‘(0, 1; C’(B)). We shall consider the extension 
UE L’(0, 1; C’(B x [-1, 11)) defined by U(t, x0, xl) = U(t, x0). 
We fix P, Q E B and P,, Q, E S, such that T,(PJ+ (P,O), 
T,(QJ + <Q, 0) f or E + 0. We put P,= T,(P,), Q, = TC(Ql). 
If k is sufficiently large, X, = (y E Y,: y(O) = P,, y(1) = Q,} is a complete 
Riemannian submanifold of (H’(0, l))n+l of class C*. 
By Theorem 2.8 we have also cat,(X,) = +co, because S, is diffeomorphic 
to the n-dimensional sphere. 
Since B,c B, we can consider on X, the functional f,(y) = 
.I-: (t I Y’ I * - W, Y)) dt. 
f, is of class C’ on X,, inf f, > -co, sup f,= +co and a standard 
computation shows that f, verifies the Palais-Smale condition on fc Vc E R 
(the case U= 0 is in [ 18 1; the general case is analogous). 
THEOREM 3.7. VI > 0 31’ > 1 such that V’E E IO, I] 3y”E X, such that 
Vf&“) = 0, I < j; 1 y”’ 1’ dt < I’. 
ProoJ Suppose the thesis is not true. Let I > 0: VI’ > I 36 E IO, 11: 
VfJy) # 0 if y E X,, I< s: 1 y’ (* dt < I’. Let I (i U(t, y) dt 1 <A VC E 10, 1 ] 
Vy E X,; c, = (l/K)@ + 2A) + A. 
By Theorem 2.10 cat(ft$ X,) < +co, limcA+% cat(ff JX,) = +co. Let 
cl > cr such that cat(ff;;X,) > 1 + catdff’;X,) and put c; =K’(c; + A) 
+A. 
By Theorem 3.6 f&ff’) c f $ V’E. Since Fc is a homeomorphism of X, 
onto X,, cat(f :;; X J < cat(f z”; X,) by Proposition 2.4. 
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Let I’ = c/, + A and let E E IO, l] such that Vf,(~j) # 0 if y E X, and 
l<J;)y’\‘dt <I’. 
If we put c,, = I + ,II, we have I < jt / y’ I2 dt < I’ for c0 < f&) < ch. Then 
cat(ftO; X,) = cat(f2; XC, by Theorem 2. IO. 
By Theorem 3.6 T; ‘(f:“) c ff’, which implies cat(f:; X,) < cat(ff’ ; X,). 
Then cat(ff’ ; X,) > 1 + cat(f:’ ; Xi), which is absurd. Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.8. If we put 
(the exterior unit normal to S,), we find by a standard computation 
Vf,(y) = 0 iff y E (H*.l(O, l))‘+‘, 3”’ + v U(t, y) = (y” + v u(t, y) / v,(y)) VE(Y> 
a.e. 
Now let 1, I’, {y”: 0 < E < 1) as in Theorem 3.7. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. {IpI’: 0 ( E < 1) is bounded in If’-‘(0, 1). 
ProoJ Let I,Y E L’(0, 1) such that iVU(t, x)] < v/(t) Vx. Since 
l(ly”’ 12j’ 1 = 21(f IVU(t, Yj)l S w(t)(l + 1~“’ I ), we have 
I~Vi* S exp ( f1 v(s) ds) (l~“‘(OIz +/_’ vY(s> ds) I 
-0 ‘0 
Then the boundedness of { ] y”’ I’} in L ’ implies the boundedness of ( j y”’ 1’ ] 
in L”j and of {(]v”‘]‘)‘} in L’. Q.E.D. 
Now let y be the limit in H’ weak of (y”) for some E, -+ 0, and let 
C = {t E [0, 11: 2V(y(t)) = 1). Clearly IV1 = 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. There is an open (in [0, I]) neighborhood A of C, 
which is a finite union of open (in [0, 11) intervals whose closures are 
disjoint, such that 
is bounded in (Hl?l(A))“. 
Proof. Let A, rii such that inf(] yim(t)l: t E A, m > G} > 0. Since C is 
compact, we can suppose A to be a finite union of open (in [0, 11) intervals 
whose closures are disjoint. 
505/54/T9 
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On the other hand it is easy to verify that {VV&@)/l VVJy$‘)J: m > 6) 
is bounded in (W’.“O(A))” and that { VU(t, y’) - (VU(t, y&) ( VI’JI VV,/) 
(VVJVVJ): m > ti} is bounded in (L’(A))“. 
By Proposition 3.9 we obtain the thesis. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.11. y E (W’J(]O, l[ - C))“, y” = -VU@, y) on 10, 1[ - 
C and limm++m y” = y in (w;;;(]o, l[ - C))“‘l. 
Proof. If we derive 2e2V6(v0) + r: =E’, we obtain c2(VVE(rO)) ~6) + 
v, YII = 0; ~‘Pwh) I %a f rll II: = -(~2Khl)(ll;)2 + (rrl)‘>* 
Then 
It is clear that VW, Y”) - (VW, ~9 I @“)) ~XY? -+ VW, Y) in 
(L’(]O, l[ - C))“‘l. Since (Y:‘)* = ~*(l(V~&3 I ri?)l’/l - 2v,W) by 
Proposition 3.9 we have the thesis. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. limm++oo y&m = y in (H1qP(O, I))“+’ ifp < co. 
ProoJ Since (v? is uniformly Lipschitz continuous by Proposition 3.9, it 
is sufficient to prove that Vc,, 3~~~. such that y”‘+‘(t) -+ y’(t) a.e. 
By Proposition 3.11 yEm’(t) -+ y’(i) on 10, l[ - C. 
Let t, E 10, I[ f7 C. There is a null set E in C such that, if t, & E, t, is an 
accumulation point of C, y is differentiable at t = t,, (I yF”’ I’) and 
Mm’ - (Y?’ I~~,ll~~,~l>~~~~~ll~~~lI>~ are equicontinuous at t = t, (this 
is possible by Propositions 3.9 and 3.10). 
Moreover (yim’ - (y~‘l(V~,,/IV~E,I))(V~E,/lV~E,o)-t (Y’-(?“IVVlV~I) 
(0 V/l V VI)) in (L’(A))” by Proposition 3.10. 
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Then we can suppose by Propositions 3.9 and 3.10 
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and ( y’m’(t,,)j + v(t,). 
If yEm’(fo) t, y’(to), then v(to) > Iy’(t,)J and there is a 6 > 0 such that 
< (v(fO))* - 2d2, Iy$qt)12 > (L+,>y - d2 
if (t-r,\<& m>m,. Then 
(3.8) 
Let t, E c such that, for example, to < t, < toa+ 6. Since 
EZ(V V,Jyp) 1 yp’) + y:myy = 0, yp’(t)# 0 in [to, tl]. Then J’:;\@‘I dt= 
I P(tl) - ytm(to)( + 0 for m -+ fco. 
On the other hand Vm there is at most one point s, in [to, t,], in which 
‘V,( < I?, we have 
for m -+ +a~. This is a contradiction of (3.8); then y’(t,) = lim y”(t,). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.13. Let g: [0, I] + R be a Lipschitz continuous nonnegative 
function such that g E Wz*‘(Q), where f2 = {t E 10, l[: g(t) > 0). 
Then there is a bounded positive Bore1 measure p on 10, 1[ with 
supt p c 10, I[ - R such that jt gqV’ dt = Jo g”4 dt + j: 4 dp V# E CF(O, 1). 
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ProoJ: It is sufficient to write 0 = IJ ]ai, bi[, JA g$” dt = C J”:; gq5” dt 
and to integrate by parts. Q.E.D. 
Now we can prove the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 3.14. Let B be a conwx compact subset of R” with 0 E ti and 
8B of class C2. Let v be the e,uterior unit normal to aB and let 
UE L ‘(0, I; C’(B)). 
Then QP, Q E B, VI> 0 there is a y: [0, l] -+ B Lipschitz continuous such 
that 
1^ jy’12dt>l, 
(3.9) 
Y(O) = p, ~(1) = Q; (3.10) 
there is a bounded positive Bore1 measure ,u on IO, l[ with supt ,u c C = 
(t E [0, 11: y(t) E aB) such that y” + VU(t, y) = -V(Y)@ - (VU@, 7) 1 V(Y)) I,) 
in the distribution sense, i.e., 
- PU(t, Y> I$)I dt 
I V(Y)) dp - !, (4 I 4v))PVtv /I> I4~)) dt Q# E (G’W 1))“; 
(3.11) 
y has left and right derivative in every t E IO, 1[ and 
~lY~(t2)12-~17:(t,~12=~IY1(t2)12-~l~~I(tl)12 
= - j” (y’ ) VU(t, y)) dt 
11 
Qt,. t2 E 10, I[. (3.12) 
ProojI It is clear that 7: [0, 1 ] --t B is Lipschitz continuous by 
Proposition 3.9 and satisfies (3.10) and (3.9) by Proposition 3.12. By 
Proposition 3.11 
y” + vqt, y) = 0 on 10, l[ - C. (3.13) 
If we apply Lemma 3.13 to (f - V(y)), we find a bounded positive Bore1 
measure i on IO, 1 [ with supt p c C such that 
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i’(vV/y’)ydt 
-’ 0 
If we put dp = (l/j Vv(‘(y)l)(dF + V”(Y)(Y’)~~, at), 5 = </IV WI with 
{ E H’,‘(A) n C&f), we obtain 
(3.14) 
Now let 4 E (Cr(A))n; by Remark 3.8 (# + VU(t, 1”) 1 @ - (9 \ VvJ\Vv,\) 
(VV,// VV,l)) = 0. Then by Proposition 3.12 
Combining (3.13), (3.15) and (3.14), in which we put r = (4 \ VV/\VV\), 
we obtain (3.11). 
By (3.11) y has left and right derivative in every t E 10, l[. Since by 
Remark 3.8 
by Proposition 3.12 we obtain 
for almost every t L, f2. 
But this equality implies (3.12), because the left derivative of y is left 
continuous and the right derivative is right continuous. Q.E.D. 
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4. ON THE BOUNCE PROBLEM IN F?" 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let B be the closure of a bounded open subset of R” 
with aB of class C’. Let v be the exterior unit normal to B and let 
FE L’(0, 1; C’(B)). 
We say that y: [0, I] -+ B is a bounce trajectory in B with field F, if 
y is Lipschitz continuous; (4-l) 
there is a positive Bore1 measure ,U on 10, l[ with supt,u c C = 
(t E [0, 11: y(t) E lfJB} such that 1~” =F(t, v) - v(y),~ in the distribution sense, 
i.e., 
V# E (C,“(O, 1))“; (4.2) 
y has left and right derivative in every t of 10, I[ (this is a consequence of 
(4.2)) and 
I )‘L @>I = I Y: @>I Vt E IO, l[. (4.3) 
Remark 4.2. If y, F and ,u are as in Definition 4.1, then 
(a> PW I[) < +a; 
(b) 1’ has right derivative in t = 0 and left derivative in t = 1; 
(cl i bL(tzj12-f lr;(t,>l’=S::(y’lF(t,y))dt~t,,tzE 10, 11; 
Cd) Y\ - 01 I V(Y)) 4~) = YL - W I v(Y>)v(Y), (Y: I NY>> = -W I V(Y)) in 
cn JO, I[. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let B be a convex compact subset of IR” with 8 # 0 and 
8B of class C2. Let v be the exterior unit normal to B and let 
UE L’(0, 1; C’(B)). 
We suppose the existence of a E c [0, l] with m(E) = 0 such that 
(VW, -y) I e-r>) < 0 b’tE [0,11-E, VxEaB. (4.4) 
Then VP, Q E B, VI > 0 there is a 
Y: 10, 11 +B, 
which is a bounce trajectory in B with field -VU, such that 
Y(O) =p, a= Q, I o’ly’J”dt>l. 
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In particular there are infinitely many bounce trajectories y in B with field 
-VU, such that 17(O) =P, y( 1) = Q. 
Proof. Clearly we can suppose 0 E &. Then it is sufficient to apply 
Theorem 3.14 and to remark that 
is a positive measure by (4.4). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.4. If we suppose in Theorem 4.3 
UE L”(0, 1; C‘(B)), aB with a strictly positive gaussian curvature 
(4.5) 
instead of (4.4), the same thesis holds. 
Proof. We can suppose again 0 E g. Let y be a trajectory obtained by 
Theorem 3.14. We claim that Q - (VU(t, y) / v(y)) I, dt > 0 if 1 is sufficiently 
large. 
Let 
~(10, t[) = Iv(t) + (h(s) ds (4.6 ) 
with h E L’(0, l), h > 0, w increasing, left continuous with @(t) = 0 a.e. It is 
enough to prove that h(t) > (VU(t, 17) 1 v(v)) 1, a.e. 
Let t, E C f7 IO, l[. 
In a neighborhood of y(t,,) we can suppose B = {x,, > G(x, ,..., x,- ,)} with 
G > 0, convex of class C2; R”-’ x { 0) tangent to 3B in Y(t,). We put X = x,, 
2 = (x1 )..., x,- 1). 
Unless a null set in C we can suppose y, y’+ , y’ differentiable at t = t,, 
(Yl)‘(fJ = W>‘(h,); (WYW I Wfd)) = -4,) (by (3.11) and (4.6)); 
IV%,, x)1 GM, G”(%))(v)* > c lvl* with c > 0, M and c independing of t, 
(by (4.5) and the compactness of aB). 
Since (vl)‘(t,) = lim,,,(l/k*)(~(t, + k) + n(t, - k) - 2n(t,)) for q = 7, 
q = G(fl, $j> G(fi implies h&d = (K>‘(4) > ((G(K)‘hJ = G”WJ) 
(j-T(to))’ > c 1 y’(rJ’. 
By (3.12) l(\y’(*)‘/ = 2 I(>!’ IVU(t, y))\ <M(l + 17’1’). Then it is clear (see 
the proof of Proposition 3.9) that ly’(t,)12 > M/c if 1 is sufficiently large. 
We conclude h(t,) > M > (VU(t,, 1~) I v(y)). Q.E.D. 
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